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We're on TV
Smile, you
might be
on RRCTV
By Brad How

W

innipeg might
not be
Hollywood
North, and the Red River
College campus may not be
Television City, but one
Creative Communications
student hopes a new studentrun television station will
play a large role in forming
the future players in
Manitoba's television.
Red
River
College
Television is the brainchild of
Kim Comeillie, a second-year
Creative Communications
student. Corneillie says a student-run TV station in
Quebec was her inspiration.
"When I was in Montreal
visiting a friend, I found out
Concordia University had
their own student-run television station that broadcasts
throughout Quebec. I wondered why we didn't have
something like that here,"
says Corneillie.
The idea for RRCTV was
born. Corneillie says she saw
possible benefits of a student
TV station, and contacted
Dean Cooper, the TV and
Media Production instructor
at RRC, about her idea for
RRCTV.
"The reason I want to do
this is to give back to the col-

lege, and my fellow students,
and to offer students in the
Creative Communications
program the opportunity to
work as a team and get practical experience in the
school," says Comeillie.
Cooper supports the idea,
and says he thinks it will
complement the Creative
Communications program
and benefit all students at
RRC.
"A college such as Red
River, which prides itself on
technology, should really
have a student-run television
station because it will give
Creative Communications
students a great real world
experience," says Cooper.
"But it can also be an outlet
for the (RRC) Students'
Association to get messages
across to students. It could
really help foster more spirit
within the college, and it
should also be used as a
potential outlet for student
concerns."
Cooper will act as an at..' visor for RRCTV as the executive producer for RRCTV
programs. Corneillie, however, will handle the majority of
the day-to-day operations of
RRCTV, and plans to produce
a program directed at the college's student body.
"I don't think a lot of students have the time to sort
through all the news that is

MOMS

Jamie Care and Dan Gordon at the controls of RRCTV.

out there, and (RRCTV)
hopes to bring them stories that directly affect
them," says Corneillie.
"Initially, the (RRCTV)
program will be shown
once a month over lunch
hour during students' free
time and will hopefully
inform them in a new,
entertaining and fun
way."
Corneillie is enthusiastic
about the launch of
RRCTV on Jan. 27, 2000.
"I'm very excited," says
Corneillie, "I'm thankful
to all the people who put
countless hours into this
project. I have put my
heart and soul into this,
literally, and to see this
idea become a reality is
my personal passion."
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Get a job, you lazy slob
By Karen Christiuk

L

ooking ahead to the job
search you face after
grad? You might want
to check out RRC's Job Centre.
"We have job opportunities
that come in every day from
employers," says Heather
McFayden, a counsellor at the
centre.
Despite its many services,
McFayden says the Job Centre
is not always used by students.
"I think it could be utilized
more and I think it could have
a higher profile, but we do get
a lot of students coming in
close to graduation so we can
critique their resumes," says
McFayden.
"I've thought about using
it," says Todd Burnell, a first
year Red River student. "As it
gets closer to spring, I plan to
check it out for summer job
opportunities."

The job centre, located in
room D104, services regular
students as well as those from
the Market Driven Training
Centre and Continuing
Education.
"The Job Centre is here as a
free resource for students
from the time they enter college until they graduate," says
McFayden. "At the beginning
of a term a lot of instructors
have us visit their classes to
tell students about what the
job centre provides. We have
information on things such as
part-time jobs, full-time jobs,
writing a cover letter and how
to do a follow-up."
Red River College gradu.
ates are also able to register
with the centre's job bank.
"The students give us some
basic information about what
course they graduated from
and give us authorization to
release their resumes to
employers," McFayden says.
The primary resource for

students is a series of binders
that are created by the job centre, but it also has a computer
for Internet job searching.
"Job openings are posted in
binders according to course
areas for two weeks. Students
can look through those
binders to make business contacts. We also have information about employers on file,"
says McFayden.
McFayden says a resume is
the most important element in
any job search, and that their
counselling service provides
free resume critiquing.
"Have a really good resume,
then have a master copy of
that resume," says McFayden.
"Also, if you're applying for a
specific job, revise your
resume so that your skills
match those in the job advertised. There is no right way or
wrong way, it's just whatever
reflects you best. Employers
are looking more and more at
what skills you bring to them.
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A lot of students don't realize
that they have transferable
skills such as public speaking
skills."
A successful job search can
also depend on networking,
McFayden says. "Making
commercial contacts is sometimes the key element to getting a job. Even if they're not
hiring, you can still drop off

your resume."
The Job Centre also has
information on various volunteer opportunities for students.
"Sometimes volunteer work
can turn into a job. Volunteer
experience also enhances a
student's resume," says
McFayden.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Condom
conundrum
continues
As manager of the Health
Centre, I feel I need to clarify
a letter to the editor in the
November issue of the
Projector regarding "Health
Centre condoms waste of
money".
The Health Centre does not
spend any student money on
condoms. These condoms are
received from the Women's
Health Clinic free of charge. If
the letter writer had taken the
time to ask the Health Centre
where the condoms come
from, the letter would have
been unnecessary.
It must also be pointed out,
those students who request
condoms from the Health
Centre do in fact tell me they
find condoms very expensive
on a limited student income.
As a health educator I am
aware the majority of postsecondary students are sexually active, and those who use
contraception demonstrate
intelligence and an understanding of the risks involved
in having unprotected sex.
The writer said, "they aren't

intelligent enough to understand any information provided." To me, this statement
does not make a lot of sense
when you read the literature
and the research on sexually
transmitted diseases.
The letter is one persons
view. To ignore what people
are saying who work with
sexually transmitted disease
issues, and not provide education and information would
put a lot more people at risk.
The letter writer said they
"don't care what risk other
people chose to take with
their lives, but I am completely against my money supporting it." Again, the Health
Centre does not use any student money for condoms, and
risk surrounds us everyday of
our lives and anything we can
do to decrease risk must be
supported, regardless if it
relates to sexual behaviour or
not.
-- Shane Wood RN, OHN
Manager Health Centre/
Recreation Services

UNITED ARMY SURPLUS SALES
EVERYTHING FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS

10 % DISCOUNT FOR RRC STUDENTS & STAFF!
(ON ALL REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE)
460 PORTAGE AVE. WINNIPEG, MB. R3C 0E8
PH. 786-5421 FAX 783-1933 TOLL FREE 1-800-261-3331
Travel packs 220 volt adapters, binoculars, travel accessories, lightweight quik dri clothing, sun hats,
mosquito netting, tilly hats, sierra designs gorotex clothing, banff designs gorotex clothing, columbia
sportswear, rainwear, kodiak work boots, hi-tee hiking boots, sandals, sony walkman discman and mini
speakers, eureka, camptrails, rorkwater designs tents, thinsulate liteloft super compact sleeping bags,
multitools by buck, swiss army, leatherman, gerber and wfs. wpg's most complete fishing store featuring
everything you need and plenty of free advice.
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RRC recognizes private & corporate sponsors

T

his new year will see an addition to RRC -- a donor wall
designed to recognize corporate and private donors.
The wall is in response to the college's increased reliance on private
sector support, stemming from a
decrease in government financing
over the last five years.

"I think it's a great project," said
Howard Koks, RRC's director of
development. "It's symbolic of what
the college is going to be doing a lot
more of. If we're going to get private
and corporate support, we have to
recognize it."
Barb Mekelburg, RRC public relations instructor, agreed. "Most institutions have to get into formal
fundraising; and recognition of sponsors is necessary."
The wall will be located in the south
main entrance mall-level corridor,

Top-notch TV training
at Princess Campus
By David Borowski

E

xpect television training facilities that will
challenge those found
in Canada's best universities
and colleges when the
Creative Communications
program moves downtown,
says Television and Media
Production instructor Dean
Cooper.
The program's move into
the Princess Block of buildings is expected to happen in
the fall of 2002.
"My impressions are fantastic. It's long overdue,"
says Cooper about the
changes to the college's television facilities.
Cooper said he has been
discussing his requirements
for a new studio with a facilities planner for the Princess
Block project, who works for
the provincial government.
"Because television is so
specialized, the facilities

must be designed with the
program in mind. I think I've
had a say in how the television facility will be developed, so that's very beneficial
to me."
Many students who want
to study television production currently leave the
province for programs in
Toronto or Calgary, says
Cooper. But with Red River
College's new television
facility, he says there will be
"no reason for students to go
out of province. We'll be able
to compete with any university and college in Canada."
Cooper said the college is
looking at creating an all-digital studio, with non-linear
editing systems that are now
standard in the television
industry.
"This facility will launch us
into the forefront of new
technology and -give students
needed experience with professional broadcast equipment," said Cooper.
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which now looks out into a courtyard.
"It's near what's considered the front
of the college, in a high-profile area,"
said Koks.
The gridwork over the windows in
that area, which has been in place for
some time, will be covered with drywall. A pictorial backdrop highlighting the college's history will be
mounted on top of the drywall, with
donor plaques placed on the backdrop.
"It's best described as a living
wall," said Koks. The plaques, pro-
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"I'm doing okay, but I wish I didn't have diabetes.
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Jody, aged 10
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tected under removable plastic sheets,
will be updated at least annually, if
not more frequently, according to
Koks.
The construction of the wall itself
has been delayed for several reasons,
including RRC staff changes. "Dates
have had to be flexible because of the
materials going into it,"said
Mekelburg.
The wall was designed by George
Cibinel of Corbett Cibinel Architects,
and Hope MacKenzie of Hope
MacKenzie Interior Design.
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UPCOMiN9 EVENTS

LOOKING FORWARD
You've probably heard enough several years, but now it is even
about the new millennium, but I easier to opt out if you already
figure I should just give you an have coverage through another
idea of what the SA has planned plan. Students can now opt out
for the future.
when they register rather than
The SA looks forward to a bright paying the health fee and then
future. Several initiatives are applying for a refund through the
under way to improve SA SA.
services to students and to The SA building fund currently
improve the function of the stands at approximately $1.2
Students' Association. The SA million. The SA is still talking
continues to provide quality with the College about the
service at a low cost to student.
proposed location of the future
These services include the Ox student centre. In the future,
convenience store, a quality students at RRC can look
newspaper and radio station, a forward to having a centre they
food bank for those in need, can call their own.
social events on and off campus, As the student centre is still a few
and student advocacy.
years away, the SA is committed
The SA is committed to continue to maintaining the current
to provide these quality services student areas as much as possible.
Current plans include renovating
as well as add on new services.
the Tower Lounge. The first
One of these new services is the upgrades are scheduled to happen
SA website. Although the site is towards the end of January and
not fully functional, the SA include more futons, easier access
hopes to use it as a tool to inform to the raised areas at each end of
students about services offered the Tower, dark drapes on all
by the SA and to promote the windows, improved lighting, and
Students' Association to all a new big screen television.
students on and off campus.
The SA is also committed to
The SA has offered health plan improving transit services to
coverage through Blue Cross for
students. Although negotiations

are still ongoing, we look
forward to working out a deal
with transit to reduce student
rates after several years of
increases.
SA events on and off campus
have been a success so far this
year, the SA intends to continue
with offering quality
programming to all students.
Both the spring break trip to
Mexico and the SA ski trip sold
out before the final deadline.
Other events, such as nooners,
bashes, and socials, have been
well attended .
Although the SA intends to
continue with quality service,
the SA will continue to need
quality leadership in the future.
The upcoming SA Executive
elections in March will definitely
be a sign of what type of
leadership the SA can expect in
the future.
The SA appreciates and
recommends suggestions made
by students. The only way we
can continue to provide quality
services and add on new services
is with feedback from students.
If you have any suggestions, feel
free to contact any of the SA
executive in Rm. DM20.
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Six Months to Go
What Are You Going to do About It?
Six months to go....for most of us at
least. Just think. You've spent
anywhere from one to five years here
at Red River College, and you're finally
going to finish...or at least you hope so.
So, how are you going to spend your
last few months here at the College?
As a student who has spent the better
part of 3 years roaming the halls of
RRC, I feel that I should impart some
wisdom on how to make the most of
your remaining time here at the
College.
So, without any further delay, here are
some hints on how to enjoy your last 6
months at RRC:

Make Friends. You're going to need

THURSDAY
JANUARY 20
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT M20 AND
S5 GETS YOU ENTRY AND A FREE. DRINK

some good sources for jobs when you
graduate, so be picky. Only choose
people with rich parents or connections
to lucrative jobs. That way you'll be
sure to get a good job in order to pay
off your massive student loans.

Take Part in SA Functions.
You're paying fees to the SA for a
reason. Not only do we provide
representation to students, we host
some pretty good events on campus.
Take in a few nooners in the Tower.
Make a point of getting hypnotized at
least once by Tyson Paley. Show up at
a bash or two. You're not going to get
entertainment for much cheaper.

Party. And I'm not talking about just
on campus. Have fun with friends.
Once you're out in the workforce working those 15 hour workdays, you're not
going to have much time for hitting the
clubs or socializing.

From a students' perspective, life after
grad is pretty much dead.

Eat at one of the College
Cafeterias at least once a
week.
What better way to get a
whole new appreciation for well
cooked food....and I'm not talking
about the stuff they sell at the Buffalo.
That pile of grease that is passed off
as nutritional fodder for students will
help you gain a whole new respect for
home cooked food...even if it is Kraft
dinner.

Study (or at least make an
attempt at it). Ok, graduating top
of your class may not get you a job,
but it will at least get you an interview.
You're not paying thousands of dollars
to the College to wander the halls
aimlessly. Make an attempt to attend
classes, and maybe those years of
stress and headaches will pay off.

Get Involved with the Alumni.
The alumni may only be in its infancy
here at the campus, but in the future it
will be an excellent way for you to
keep in contact with former
classmates. Getting involved will also
help you make a difference for future
students here at RRC.
However you decide to spend your last
six months here at RRC, make it
memorable. I've only listed a few
ways to enjoy life at RRC. If you have
any new suggestions drop by the SA
office and leave them with Kevin
Storey, VP Student Affairs. He just
might print them in future Projector
articles.
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RRC bookstore prices
'hard pill to swallow'
By Katie Chalmers

D

o you feel ripped off
every time you buy
a textbook at the
Red River College bookstore?
You may have good reason.
The textbook for the firstyear television course in the
Creative Communications
program is three dollars
cheaper at Chapters then at
the RRC bookstore, and over
$20 cheaper if you order
through Chapters website.
"The bookstore has always
said that they're not out to
gouge students. In this case
it's a hard pill to swallow
when you hear that retail outlets are selling textbooks for a
cheaper price," says Kevin
Engstrom, a first-year
Creative Communications
student at RRC.
Many students in the
Computer Analyst Program
are buying their textbooks
from trade bookstores like
Chapters of Copperfield's
Computer Books, says Lenny
Leblanc, a CAP student.
"All in all the textbooks are
cheaper (at trade stores) than
at the college bookstore,"
says Jonathan Mushey, also a
CAP student. "They're usually $50 or $60 at the stores and
anywhere from $80 to $90
here."

Even though quantities of
textbooks at
Chapters,

students in this school are not
rich people."

Copperfield's and McNally
Robinson Booksellers are
often limited, and they may
need to be ordered in, more
and more students are opting
to buy their textbooks off
campus.
"Students come into the
store quite often looking to
order textbooks because
they're looking for a lower
price," says Tamara Bodi, a
bookseller at McNally
Robinson. "They know that
college and university bookstores are usually higher."
So why are some textbooks
priced higher at the RRC
bookstore?
The price of textbooks
depends on the discount
given by the suppliers, says
Eileen Zuke, manager of the
RRC bookstore. Suppliers
may give a larger discount to
trade stores then to college
bookstores, she says, which
has been a problem in the
past.
"We are a captive audience," Zuke says. "We have
no choice but to buy from
them."
"It's unfortunate that publishers don't feel that it's necessary to give bigger
discounts to some of the people who need it the most,"
says Engstrom. "Most of the

The suppliers are out to
make a profit, and so is the
campus bookstore, says
Zuke, but any savings the
bookstore receives from the
suppliers will indirectly reach
students.
"Our
margin
varies
depending on the discount
we get," Zuke says. "If we get
a deal, the deal is passed
along to the students.
Although some textbooks
may be cheaper at trade
bookstores, they may be difficult to find, says Chris Hall,
inventory manager for
McNally Robinson.
"The publisher will call it a
textbook or a trade book. If
it's a trade book we're in a
better position then college
and university bookstores,"
says Hall.
Generally books assigned
to English classes are easier to
find than scientific and engineering textbooks at trade
bookstores like McNally
Robinson, says Bodi.
If a textbook is selling for
less at an off-campus bookstore, students may be eligible for a refund, says Sharon
Allen, the RRC bookstore
textbook buyer.
"We'd check it out, and a
lot of cases we'd match the
price," she says.

First year Creative Communications student Ramia Farrage.
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Lounge upgrade underway
he
Students'
Association is spendT ing
approximately
$10,000 to renovate the Tower
lounge, located on the mall level
beneath Building C.
The redecorating would make
Martha Stewart proud. New
blinds will replace the old
drapes, and new carpeting will
also be added. The old projection TV is being replaced with a

new big screen rear projection
model at an estimated cost of

$3,000.
SA president Geoff Grey said
the makeover is long overdue.
"Obviously, the thing's got to
be done. The old TV is about 20
years old," said Grey.
The cost of the renovations
will be covered under the SA
capital expenditures budget.
--Projector Staff

LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE
AND GET PAID FOR IT?

Partners
for Careers

A Job placement service run for and by Aboriginal professionals.

Linking First Nation, Metis and Inuit
graduates . .
Are you an Aboriginal high school, college or university
graduate looking for employment? We can help you
make the best of your education or specialized
training, apply your knowledge and experience, and
meet your career goals.

. . .with
Manitoba's employers.
Employers, become a partner for careers. Let us save you
the cost of recruiting. We'll screen candidates for you and help match your
needs to their skills.

THE QUEEN'S OWN CAMERON HIGHLANDERS
OF CANADA ARE NOW HIRING PART-TIME
No experience necessary. We will train you. You will
learn self discipline. Work as a team. Be challenged
mentally and physically. Are you up for the challenge? Must be minimum 17 years of age. Male or
female. Become a reserve infantry soldier today.
Call 786-4332, or drop in Tuesday Night, Rm 151,
Minto Armouries, 969 St. Matthew's Ave., Wpg., Mb.

Contact us today.

1-800-883-0398
Web site: www.edu.gov.mb.ca/partners
Or contact your local Friendship Centre.

Conodian
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Aboriginal
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Joe Pascucci

Pascucci small in stature, large in heart
Sportsline host chats with the Projector
By Kevin Engstrom

out and drink on a regular basis
with.

Key: What kind of job did you have
as a kid?
Joe: Normal ones. Paper boy. I delivered for the Toronto Star. I also
delivered for the Toronto Telegram,
which doesn't exist anymore. It later
became the Toronto Sun. I delivered
pizzas.

Key: Has there ever been a chance
for you to leave Winnipeg?
Joe: Yeah, there's been opportunities.
I haven't taken advantage. When I
was at CHOO Radio before I was
here, I made a conscious effort to
find a job in terms of going out and
sending out resumes and tapes to
stations across the country.

Key: An Italian person delivering
pizza. There's a stereotype.
Joe: Yeah - there was a lot of good
money. All of it tax-free. They can't
get me because its been over seven
years.
Key: How tall are you?
Joe: About 5'7", 5'8". I was, no joke,
the second tallest kid in school.
There was only one girl, and she
was much taller than me. She had
about three or four inches on me.
But everybody else wasn't. In Grade
7, it just stopped. That was it.
Key: What do you consider to be the
defining moment of your career?
Joe: I haven't had it yet (laughing)! I
hope it's still to come. I've had highlights of my career, but a defining
moment? Hopefully they haven't
written me off yet.
Key: Well, I haven't. OK - what are
some highlights?
Joe: In 1988, one week before the
Olympics, Canada was playing two
exhibition games against the
Russians and the Swedes .. .
Key: At Saskatchewan Place.
Joe: Right, and I did the play-byplay of those games. Being a big
international hockey fan, doing a
Canada-Russia game was a thrill. It
was huge. I was pumped. I was
ready for that one because I had
been following international hockey
since the '60s, so I knew a lot of the
history. That was 5 big highlight.
Key: What do you think of the
Bombers' situation? They're going
bankrupt .. .
Joe: I think they are bankrupt
(laughing). I personally think it's
time for a change. It's become repetitive with all the problems this team
has had, and every few years they
come out and say they don't have
any money.
Key: You don't hold out much hope
that the team will sell 20,000 season
tickets?
Joe: No, I don't think so. Fans aren't
into saving the football team.

Everybody is so jaded by the Jets'
experience, and unfortunately the
Moose are paying a price for it. They
don't deserve to, but they're paying
a price for it. And the Bombers they've gone down this path a few
times before. A lot of their real fans
are old, and a lot of the younger fans
don't care.
Key: Speaking of the Jets, would that
be another highlight ...
Joe: I guess working Jets' games was
a highlight of mine.
Key: When they were leaving, was ,
that an unenjoyable highlight, but a
highlight nonetheless?
Joe: Not a highlight, but a memorable moment. I remember more,
from that experience, the people
here in Winnipeg who tried to save
them. The community raised 50 million bucks on their own. Where else
are you going to get people from a
province to throw 50 million bucks
of their own money to save a hockey
team?
Key; In your career, who has consistently been your favorite interview?
Joe: Consistently? Well, I guess Chris
Walby because of his wit and we
had a good chemistry. When we
were on Sportsline doing our football thing, there was good chemistry.
I knew which buttons to push and
he would always try and make fun
of me, but I could always make fun
back.
Key: Are there any other interviews

you've enjoyed?
Joe: Randy Carlyle's always fun.
He's always trying to make fun of
me in media scrums, and that's OK
because he's making fun of me in
front of 10 people. When I make fun
of Randy Carlyle, I'm making fun of
him in front of thousands. He can
have his 10 people! I make fun of
him in front of thousands. I think I
come out ahead. It's the same thing
with Chris. He'd make fun of me at
practice. Well, I've got the last word.
People forget that - we have the last
word, and we can always change
things. It's called creative editing.
Key: Are there people you haven't
enjoyed interviewing?
Joe: People who outright lie to you. I
don't mind if you go around the
truth a bit, but don't outright lie. If I
ask you a question, and I've nailed
you on it, you can go around the
truth. Cal Murphy was good at that.
He didn't lie to you, but he'd kind of
go around it. It's there. You just have
to dig a little deeper and listen to
what he says.
Key: Do you get along with other
members of the media?
Joe: I think so.
Key: Are you close friends with anybody?
Joe: I get along with everybody. I've
golfed with a lot of them. Mike
Beauregard - I've golfed with him. I
beat him once. He's quite a good
golfer. All the radio guys. I have no
particular close buddies who I go

Key: Was there any culture shock
when you moved here?
Joe: I had a tough time adjusting to
it. When you come from the speed of
life in Toronto to Winnipeg nobody's in a hurry here. There's
just a more leisurely pace of life, and
I was used to, given my experiente
with delivering pizzas, the more
delieveries you made, the more
money you made. You're always on
the go, you're always driving. You
get to the place, you get back, you
go back out again. That's what
Toronto is. You're always on the go,
and because of the traffic and the
society, it takes a long time to get to
places, and you're always looking to
speed and find shortcuts. Here,
nobody is in a hurry to go anywhere. The classic example, and it
still happens today, iswhen you're
coming up to a stop light, everybody
will line up behind one car. The
other lane will be completely free.
Nobody will go into that free lane
because somewhere down the road
they've got to make a turn and they
want to make sure they're in the
right lane, even if the turn is three
miles away! Once you get used to
the calmer and saner pace of life, it's
a great city. The summer's are awesome, and in the winter, as long as
the wind is not blowing, it's not that
cold. Believe me, I've lived in
Toronto, and there's a difference
between a wet and dry cold. A wet
cold goes right through you, and
you can't dress for it. The cold here,
as long as the wind is not blowing,
is fine. You can dress for it and stay
warm, but you couldn't dress for a
Toronto winter. You just freeze to
death!
Key: You're choosing a Winnipeg
winter over a Toronto winter.
Joe: I'd take a Winnipeg winter over
a Toronto winter any day, except for
those times when the wind blows
and it feels like someone's cutting
you up with a knife.
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RC home to local musician
Creative Communications
student seeks fame with
Dream Harbour
By Shamona Harnett

T

odd Burnell admits he's dreamt about being a
rock star.

He once courted the fantasy of a lifestyle filled
with the perks of rock n' roll: money, fame, and
excess.
And even though this Red River College
student's current goals are a little more down
to earth, his band, The Myth, is a brainchild
that remains close to his heart.
"I've put a lot of intensive work into The
Myth," said Burnell.
The band was formed in 1998 and consists of
Burnell on vocals and guitar and his wife, Ruth
who plays the zither and sings. They are accompanied by bassist Glen Hartley and drummer
Dylan Hemiston.
Together, the foursome produce an eclectic sound
4/0(4,
which local music writer Bartley Kives has compared to
the Crash Test Dummies. Burnell, however, has difficulty
describing his music.
•"I'd describe our sound as pop with a slightly exotic flavour, but I'm too isolated, musically speaking, to compare with any other musicians," he said.
The Myth currently has one album, Dream Harbour which was released in
April 1998. Recored at Winnipeg's Sunshine Records, Dream Harbour was produced by local music prodigy Danny Schur.
Schur is best known for putting local music acts onto the local stage. His most
recent efforts include producing Winnipeg musician Mishi Donovan's album.

(Next to the Students' Association)

Consequently, Donovan won a Juno in 1998 for Best Aboriginal
Recording in Canada.
"Danny Schur and The Myth have - a close working relationship. Not only did he produce our, album, but I
actually wrote one song on the album for him," said
Burnell.
Schur came close to helping The Myth realize their
dreams of celebrity in 1994 when Burnell, his
wife and Schur travelled to Germany and
England and met with big label record executives.
According to Burnell, EMI Germany appeared
to show an interest in the band.
"We had one problem though," said Burnell.
"Fred Casimire, the A&R guy with EMI said
'Great music, but how do you market it?"
Burnell said since joining the Creative
Communications Program at RRC he has opened
his eyes about the value of marketing in the music
industry, an awakening he owes specifically to his
advertising classes.
"Music appeals to just about anybody. The problem is reaching those demographics."
As part of his Independent Professional Project, a requirement for graduation from the program, Burnell plans to re-package and re-release his album, a
change that he hopes will spark global interest in The Myth.
"One hundred per cent of an album's success depends on marketing strategy,"
said Burnell.
•
Dream Harbour is currently available directly through Sunshine Records
which is located at 275 Selkirk Avenue.
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Sunshine no day at the beach
By Adam Clayton
Film Critic

D

Adam embarks upon an ill-advised
affair, taking up with his brother's
wife.
As the pro-Nazi Horthy regime broadens its anti-Semitic legislation, Adam
is convinced that his family's prestige
and his Olympic gold medal will
spare his family from persecution.
Even behind the gates of Auschwitz,
Adam refuses to acknowledge his
roots and defiantly clings to his
accomplishments.
Adam's son Ivan survives the death
camp and takes a job with the police in
the new Communist regime, tracking
down Nazi collaborators with a consuming vengeance.
A dangerous relationship with the
wife of an officer results in disappointment for the
naive Ivan, and a Stalinist anti-Semitic purge lands
him in hot water while opening his eyes to the insanity of totalitarianism and the true nature of his identity.
Szabo's stark three-hour opus about the continuity
of time and the ruin that comes with political
upheaval is surprisingly dry given its subject matter.
Szabo somehow manages to drain thrill from revolution, drama from war, and horror from Holocaust.
Szabo initially saw the film as a mini-series, and it
shows. Fiennes is excellent as the trio of tormented
Sonnenscheins, but Szabo's script provides him with
little to work with.
The three main characters are hopelessly distant
and unexplored; all are misunderstood by an audience longing for a moral compass to guide them.
The sparse commentary provided by the narrator
Ivan is ineffective and distracting. Take my word for
it, even a ray of sunshine would have difficulty
piercing this dense, murky film.

on't be fooled by the title.
Ralph Fiennes' new film
Sunshine is as dark as they

come.
The three-hour epic, nominated for
14 Genie Awards, follows a family of
Hungarian Jews from the decline of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire through the
Communist era.
Sunshine, the first of three Fiennes
movies to hit theatres this year, finds
him playing no less than three roles:
Ignatz Sonnenschein, his son Adam,
and grandson, Ivan. William Hurt and
Canadians Deborah Kara Unger (Crash, The Game)
and Molly Parker (Kissed)also star in the film.
Academy Award-winning Canadian director.
Istvan Szabo
(1981's Mephisto) devotes roughly a third of
Sunshine to each man's life in examining the
destruction that politics brings to one family over
the course of the 20th century.
Ignatz, a pragmatic judge and apologist for the
Empire, seeks assimilation into gentile society and

"Sunshine is
as dark
as they come"
changes his name to Sors. After the First World War
his rise to prominence crumbles along with the
Empire when he refuses to renounce
his liberal leanings and side with
either the Communists or the Fascists.
Ignatz's personal life also falls apart
after he marries Valerie, a passionate
cousin raised as his sister.
His son Adam, a dashing athlete, is
similarly fated. After winning the
national fencing title, Adam converts
to Catholicism to gain admission into
an elite fencing club. Like his father,

Did you resolve to get
a great job?
We can help .. .
➢Career Resources
WWW.M.mb.ca/library/jobs.html

Career planning books, for
example, What Color is My
Parachute at HF 5383 B56
➢Resume writing books,
check the shelves at HF 5383
➢Jobs Jobs Jobs, a weekly
compilation of ads from across
Canada, at the Circulation Desk
• Newspapers
Sources for researching
prospective employers
➢ Videos and books that can help
improve your interview skills,
check the shelves at HF 5549.5 16
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Two Little Savages dissected
By Karen Hunt

T

wo Little Savages: Being the Adventures of
Two Boys who Lived as Indians and What
They Learned by Ernest Thompson Seton.
The book I'm going to review is not a new book,
but a newly found book. While going through some
storage shelves in an office in the library we found
a copy of Ernest Thompson Seton's Two Little
Savages.
As you might surmise in these days of political
correctness, some years ago someone had complained about Two Little Savages.
I am writing this article to explain why I think it
is important that Two Little Savages is in the
library, and not quietly and surreptitiously lost in
the library stacks.
While Ernest Thompson Seton is not well known
today, he is a famous and successful artist, writer,
and naturalist. It is claimed he influenced Kipling,
among others.
Robert Batemen, the popular Canadian artist,
said in an interview published in the Ottawa
Citizen of Two Little Savages, "It was a fictional
account but it kind of described me and my buddies growing up. We felt like the boys in the book.
We'd pretend we were out in the true wilderness,
building forts and roasting potatoes over an open
fire."
Seton grew up in Toronto in the 1870s and moved
to his brother's farm near Carberry, Manitoba in
1881. Among his accomplishments, Seton helped
found the Boy Scouts of America, was the Chief
Scout and author of the first BSA handbook (which
according to an article in the Smithsonian, "had
more to do with woodcrafts than civil or military
crafts").
He believed that "the best way to protect children's natural goodness was to inculcate them with
a love of plants and animals. Also, they should be
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encouraged to emulate Indians, who were wise in
the ways of nature and democratic and cooperative
and communal in lifestyle."
After dusting off Two Little Savages and finding
out a little about the author, I took it home to read.
I was very pleasantly surprised. I was expecting to
feel the same discomfort that I felt when reading
Dr. Dolittle by Hugh Lofting, which, for example,
features one story of an African prince or king who
goes to great lengths to try to turn white.
Two Little Savages is about Yan, a boy growing
up in'Toronto in the 1800s, with an abusive father,
a callous mother and a love of nature. He is sent to
a farm where he finds a sympathetic and nurturing
family.
Together with Sam, the farmer's son, he is given
the chance to "camp-out" and play "Injun". The

book describes woodcraft skills, including how to
start a fire with sticks (from a neighbor who spent
time with several different tribes), how to stuff an
owl (in a bit too much detail for my liking, truth be
known!), and how to build a teepee.
There is no doubt the story has some negative
stereotypes of aboriginal people. For example
when Sam's mother suggests that they come home
for fresh milk every day, Sam replies "We'd ruther
steal it form the cows in the pasture, seems naturaler to me Injun blood." (page 123).
We could debate the merits of the author's contribution to literature, art, or the conservationist
movement. We could also debate whether Two
Little Savages is racist or whether the descriptions
are accurate. Regardless of the outcomes of these
debates, there are several reasons why it is important to have Two Little Savages in the library at Red
River College:
• The author was famous and was influenced by
Manitoba, and was appointed Naturalist by the
Government of Manitoba.
• The author is credited with starting the literary
genre of realistic animal stories (we teach children's
literature in the Creative Arts department.)
• It is an example of how Aboriginal people were
perceived, and therefore important in understanding the history of Aboriginal people (we have an
Aboriginal Education department).
• Two Little Savages is an interesting, well -illustrated story with some important life lessons. My
favourite is when the boys appreciate all the things
done by their mothers that they took for granted.
• Finally, librarians don't necessarily agree with
all the material we keep in our libraries. I hope
there would be strident protests if the RRC Library
reflected only what I believe or what I think is suitable for you to read.
I invite you to read the Two Little Savages before
you conclude that it does not have merit.
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